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JAAGO BAKE SALE AT UCL
The UCL-IPAS JAAGO Foundation Campaign, which started
in early-January, has since then proven to be a great success.
On March 15 2012, the UCL-IPAS team sweetened the day
for many passers-by at their university campus by selling
homemade cakes.
With the slogan ‘Buy a Cake, For Education’s Sake’ - the
students of UCL-IPAS, with help from their fellow students at
SPP, hosted a bake sale. The teams prepared the delicious
treats themselves and sold them to generous UCL students
and passers-by. All profit from this bake sale will go to making
a new school in Bangladesh.
The JAAGO Bake-sale at UCL was a huge success, breaking
UCL’s previous record by making the most money in one day.
JAAGO Foundation heartily thanks Zahara Choudri, the
individual coordinating the event, and her friends from UCL
and SPP; and the generous donators for their support.

JAAGO KIDS AT BTV
The amazingly talented kids of JAAGO Foundation School performed
a drama at a special children’s show on Bangladesh Television (BTV) on
the 26th of March, 2012. The show was a tribute to the Liberation War of
Bangladesh by children.
Four students from JAAGO Foundation’s Rayer Bazar Branch were
selected for the performance. The 5-minute drama depicted the life of a
young man who wanted to participate in the Liberation War of 1971 after
losing his parents at the hands of the Pakistani Militia. The play was both
written and choreographed by the students themselves.
This is a big achievement for our kids and JAAGO Foundation, and we
hope for more such opportunities in the future.

FRED HOLLOWS FOUNDATION
GIVES FREE EYE CHECK-UP

The Fred Hallows Foundation in Bangladesh conducted a month long campaign at the three branches of JAAGO
Foundation School. More than 600 students were given a free-of-cost eye check-up by the experienced doctors of
the Foundation. Spectacles were supplied to the children in need of them, also free of cost.
Fred Hollows Foundation is an International organization that has been working with the Government of
Bangladesh on the ‘National Eye Care Plan’ to eliminate blindness by the year 2020. The Foundation is currently
working in seven disricts of Bangladesh in partnership with government owned and run hospitals.

POEM RECITATION COMPETITION
On Independence Day, March 26 2012, students of JAAGO Foundation School, Class 1 and 2, participated in
a Poem Recitation Competition. The students memorized poems on the Liberation War and Independence of
Bangladesh and recited them in front of their classes. The teachers of JAAGO Foundation School acted as judges.
This was the first time such a competition was held in JAAGO School. By holding such innovative competitions,
the teachers hope to inspire the students about the sacrifices made by the martyrs of the War and make them into
better citizens of the country. The students not only memorized some of the most reknowned poems of our history,
but also contemplated their meanings.
Lamiya and Taslima from the Morning Shift and Mahmuda from Day Shift won the first three places from
Class 1. Sufian, Bithi and Siam won the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Prizes from Class 2.
JAAGO Foundation hopes to hold many more such competitions in the future for the students.

LETTER FROM THE FOUNDER
Dear All,
Greetings from JAAGO Foundation!
I would like to thank our friends and supporters at UCLIPAS for their contribution and hard work. The students of
UCL, led by Zahara Choudri, has successfully managed to
continue this fundraising campaign from the beginning of
2012. Through their campaighn ‘Buy a Cake, for Education’s
Sake’ - they have managed to break the past records of UCL
in raising funds for JAAGO Foundation.
I would also like to thank The Fred Hallows Foundation and
congratulate them on their campaign ‘Vision 2020’ for free-ofcost eye check-up and spectacles for our students.
Lastly, our students have made us proud with their
performance on BTV.
Thank you for your continous support throughout the years.
Regards
Korvi Rakshand
Founder
JAAGO Foundation

